The outside of the bulb was silvered, observations taken, and the silver then dissolved without touching the suspension, and observations again taken. Silvered surface . . 9*898 sec. log. dec. 0*20718 Glass " . . 9*938 " " 0*20751 Ratio of frictions 1 : 1*00564.
Methods and Apparatus Employed.
The weight of a given volume of water is best determined by ascertaining the weight of water displaced by a body or gravimeter, whose weights in air and in vacuo, and external linear dimensions, may be precisely determined. For the purpose of the present experi ments three such gravimeters were used C. A platinised hollow bronze circular cylinder, 9 inches in diameter and height. Q. A quartz cylinder, 3 inches in diameter and height. S. A hollow 6-inch brass sphere. The dimensions of C, Q, and S were measured by two comparators, designed for these measurements, geometric lines being traced on C and S for this purpose; to To'oVoo^'h part of an inch. The actual rate of expansion of each gravimeter by heat was not separately determined, as the probable errors which arise in ascertaining the rates of expansion of bodies of the particular sizes and forms of C, Q, and S, would be larger than the probable errors which arise in applying the rates of expansion obtained from experiments made by the Fizeau optical method on smaller cubes of similar materials.
Water. 
